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expenditure would have made things worse ; and, paradoxical
though this may sound, that the most effective action open
to the State for stimulating aggregate money demand was
rigorously to cut its own demand down, and generally to
promote, as it did, a strict economy campaign among all
public authorities. It is fashionable nowadays to condemn
that campaign out of hand as a mere stupidity. There is no
warrant for this; though there is, in my opinion, strong
ground for holding that, after the shock to confidence associ-
ated with the abandonment of the gold standard had been
absorbed, this campaign, having done its work, should have
been closed down and the engines reversed much sooner than
in fact they were. In contrast with these negative psycho-
logical reactions, in other circumstances there may result from
expansions in public investment positive psychological re-
actions. Instead of affecting business confidence adversely,
such expansions may have the opposite effect, stimulate
business confidence and act as an effective pump primer. To
discriminate between these two sorts of circumstance, though
easy in the abstract, must often, in the varied and varying
situations of actual life, be a very difficult task.
§ 8. But this is not the end of the story. Let us suppose
that the processes we have been considering have worked
themselves out and there has emerged from them a certain
net expansion in investment expenditure, the primary effect on
aggregate money income of the action taken by the public
authorities. There are still to be considered possible reactions
on the outlay of private persons on consumption goods. This
is obviously a very important matter; for, if these were
negative and sufficiently great, the Treasury View would be
right after all. In § 3 we have already seen reason to believe
that, with a normal type of banking and monetary system,
they will not at all events be negative enough for that. For
a part of the extra investment expenditure will be financed,
not by transfers from consumption expenditure, but by shift-
ing money from passive to active balances and the creation,
for use in active balances, of new money. If the government
prevents the rate of interest from rising in the manner de-
scribed in § 6, there is no reason for any check in expenditure
on consumption, and the whole will be so financed.
§ 9. We need not, however   stop here.    Not only is it

